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Bio
Masami Koda (lives in Bothell, WA) was born in Kobe, Japan and works primarily in glass with
elements of jewelry fabrication. She explores the relationship between human beings and nature
that exists on the outskirts of awareness and perception. Her pieces serve as a magnified impact
of human presence upon a delicately formed representation of nature. Koda was educated at the
Pilchuck School of Glass and Cleveland Institute of Arts. She earned a BFA in Art from Osaka
University of Arts, and received an MFA in glass from the New York State College of Ceramics at
Alfred University, both with full scholarships. In 2007 Koda was awarded Artist Trust/ Washington
State Arts Commissions fellowship. Koda is represented by the William Traver Gallery and has solo
exhibitions there dating back to 1998.

Statement
Seeds of qualia
When I was talking with my husband, he said “Look at that gray leaves.” What I saw was the
newly grown young leaves and they were dark red color covered with white downy hair on. I saw
red but he saw grayish red. We saw the same things but our experiences were not the same and
unique. This is called Qualia. It is a term used in philosophy to refer to individual instances of
subjective, conscious experience.
This kind of incident is happening quite often however, our conversations will happily continue
without realizing different perceptions in us.
I am inspired by the energy of nature and how they continuously grow under the right conditions.
I like to carefully see and observe how small plants grow ever day in the garden. I can’t really
notice the growth next day in my eyes. However limitless works of energy inside plants move
around and gradually change the shapes in a few days.
Basically, I work with same process which are heating materials and making forms. And I use
thousands of small pieces of steel and glass and keep adding them. As adding pieces, ideas
become clearer and develop its shape.

